FRENCH ATTORNEY ACHIEVES GLOBAL LEGAL
CAREER AFTER PASSING THE NEW YORK BAR EXAM.
Parisien, Nelson Dijoux Coquillas, uses his New York qualification to practice in
international arbitration – the international setting of his dreams.
MY NAME IS NELSON DIJOUX
COQUILLAS and I am an Associate
in International Arbitration at White &
Case LLP.

“I knew I would take the New York

Bar Exam because, in my desired
field of practice, it was a go-to,
especially for big law firms at which I
was applying at the time.

I have always imagined myself working in
an international legal setting interacting
with colleagues and clients from all around
the world. After earning my bachelor and
master’s degree from Paris Dauphine,
I went on to obtain a second master’s
degree and an LL.M. from U.C. Berkeley.
I knew I would take the New York Bar
Exam because, in my desired field of
practice, it was a go-to, especially for
big law firms at which I was applying at
the time. Additionally, the bar exam itself
provided me with some useful exposure
to federal and state subjects that I did
not take in law school, but which proved
useful at the beginning of my career
(conflicts of laws for example).
Today, I get the pleasure of working in
a truly international setting. The clients
I help on a daily basis come from all
around the world. The wonderful team
with which I work is truly a global team
as only 5 or 6 of my 45+ colleagues
are 100% French. My international
arbitration practice is truly a global
career and I could not be happier.
WHEN IT COMES TO PREPARING FOR
A U.S. STATE BAR EXAM, BARBRI WAS
AND STILL IS THE #1 COURSE. The
vast majority of my friends, American
or foreigners, relied on BARBRI to help
them through the bar exam. The BARBRI
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Personal Study Plan was tailored to
my particular needs: I wanted to go
at my own pace yet still be assisted if
necessary, and I also needed a lot of
practice. BARBRI ticked all the boxes:
Reliability, tailor-made program, individual
assistance, and substantial practice.
The Personal Study Plan constantly directed
me toward the specific areas and subjects
on which I needed more practice, which did
a lot to make me feel comfortable about the
actual exam. The Simulated MBE made a
huge difference as well as I arrived at the
real exam completely familiar with the exam
format and structure. I just had to focus on
my answers.
If you’re wondering which bar preparation
course is for you, wonder no more.
Chances are that BARBRI will be a perfect
fit for your study habits and needs.

About BARBRI International:
If you are interested in expanding
your career options globally, you
may be eligible to sit for a U.S. Bar
Exam and become a U.S. attorney. In
today’s increasingly globalized world,
demand continues to grow for those
who understand the workings and
complexities of the law of more than
one jurisdiction.
BARBRI International will prepare you
to pass the U.S. Bar Exam and provide
flexible and supported learning,
tailored to non-U.S. educated law
graduates. BARBRI is a leader in
legal education and the #1 bar exam
preparation program for 50 years.
For additional information on Open
Days, program locations and pricing,
please visit www.barbri-international.

